5) ELISA ERRIQUEZ & JENNI WARDELL
Leveraging Linked Data to connect content and products across the BBC
1. About the Case Organization
The British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) is the UK’s public-service broadcaster. It is the world’s oldest national broadcasting
organisation and the largest broadcaster in the world by number of employees, with over 20,000 staff in total, of which 16,672 are
in public sector broadcasting.
Jenni and I are part of the Nexus A&C team (previously known as Linked Data Platform), which is part of the BBC Platform, BBC
Digital business unit; responsible for all digital media services. It was created to help the BBC solve some of the immense
challenges as the pace of digital change increased.
2. About the Challenge
In 2010, just before the Football World Cup, the sport team realized that Sport journalists spent a lot of time managing content
within the CMS, creating indexes, deciding whether to remove a certain article, deciding where in the page the article should
appear. From a journalist’s point of view, it was more important to create content than deciding the layout of the page. Therefore
it was decided that a new approach was needed to free the journalists, and a tagging or semantic annotation approach was the
way forward.
3. What We Did
Initially, the approach was trialed for a microsite, hosting the content about the 2010 Football World Cup, an approach now
evolved and used by many of the major web sites at the BBC (BBC News, BBC Sport, BBC News App, K&L, etc).
The microsite used methodologies such as Domain Driven Design and technologies such as RDF and OWL. A special team called
DSP (Dynamic Semantic Publishing) was created to achieve this result.
The strategy adopted allowed the evolution from a relational content model and static publishing framework towards a fully
dynamic semantic publishing (DSP) architecture. The DSP architectural approach underpinned the re-launched BBC Sports site
and the BBC’s Olympics 2012 online content.
DSP used linked data technology to automate the aggregation, publishing and re-purposing of interrelated content objects
according to an ontological domain-modelled information architecture, providing a greatly improved user experience and high
levels of user engagement.
The DSP architecture curates and publishes HTML and RDF aggregations based on embedded Linked Data identifiers,
ontologies and associated inferences.
4. Challenges and Lessons Learned
BBC News, BBC Sport and a large number of other web sites across the BBC are authored and published using an in-house
bespoke content management/production system (“CPS”) with an associated static publishing delivery chain.
The BBC World Cup 2010 site featured a 700-plus team, group and player pages, which were powered by the high-performance
DSP architecture.
Previously, BBC Sport would never have considered creating this number of indexes in the CPS, as each index would need an
editor to keep it up to date with the latest stories, even where automation rules had been set up. To put this scale of task into
perspective, the World Cup site had more index pages than the rest of the BBC Sport site in its entirety.
Obviously we encountered numerous challenges during the development of the Linked Data Approach. The main ones were
discovering the power of inference (too powerful?) and the use of external data. A balanced understanding of inference through
the use of weak and strong semantics has been the key to resolving these issues. However, some problems still remain and we
are still looking into innovative solutions. The key to the success of the project has been the initial use of a small domain, as a
prototype to prove the validity and value of the approach.
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5. Impact and Benefits
This approach enabled the BBC to support greater breadth and scale, which was previously impossible using a static CMS and
associated static publishing chain. The DSP system has now evolved into a set of RESTful APIs and a Triple Store storing more
than 37 million triples, managed by our Nexus A&C team. The Linked Data is managed through these APIs and various tools to
allow the user to create new “Tags” and to link content.
The most noticeable thing about this work is the scale of the approach of Linked Data at the BBC. Main stakeholders include
BBC News, BBC Sport and BBC Worldwide.
The adoption of Linked Data has freed time for journalists, has made opening data possible, enabled quick implementation of
large sites, such as the London Olympics.
6. Next Steps
The next step the BBC is currently taking is developing the project called myBBC.myBBC is an innovation programme that will
deliver the tools, services and capabilities the BBC needs to make the best use of data to deliver more personalised experiences
for its audiences. The two key sections of the project are called Profile and Personalisation.
Profile will provide a destination that joins up all of an audience member’s BBC experiences and data and will enable a truly
cross-platform, cross-product experience. It will put the audience in control of their data and personalisation, allow them to
discover new products and let them share their experiences with other audience members.
The Personalisation proposition allows the BBC to gain a deeper understanding of its audience by offering product teams a set
of services that enable audiences to tailor their BBC experience.
The myBBC team and the Linked Data team (Nexus A&C) are going to be working closely with each other to use linked data
technologies to their full potential to deliver a product that will allow the audiences to find and consume content in the way that
they specify across all BBC products and services, “placing the BBC back in the audiences’ hands.”

6) MAISH NICHANI
Design methodology for a context aware mobile search based application, using diverse data sources
1. About the Case Organization
The organisation is a government agency that carries out regular household surveys.
2. About the Challenge
Our client carries out household surveys. They recruit freelancers to do the job. They wanted to help them better optimise the
time taken and success rate of the surveys.
A key challenge was to plan the sequence of the houses to visit. It turns out that the default list given to the surveyors was not
optimised. The sequence of houses to visit depends on many contextual factors such as distance to a bus stop, rain and age of
the residents, which governs when they are usually at home.
The challenge: how might we build a mobile app to help the surveyors better optimise their household visits route for a day?
3. What We Did
We first went on a field study with the surveyors. We followed them on their daily visits and noted down their strategies for the
challenges they encountered. Eg some of them used color codes to highlight household preferences to do the survey online, by
phone or by a visit.
We made a list of the factors that affected the visit route. There were many. Location, distance, climate, bus and taxi routes and
even the age of the residents. We got data from diffrerent sources:
• Location – Google
• Distance – Google
• Directions - Google
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DATASETS
•

Wikidata & Dbpedia – Wikipedia based general data sets

•

MusicBrainz – Music artists and groups

•

GeoNames – Geographical data

•

Statistics.gov.uk – Parliamentary constituencies and other political
entities

LIST OF URL
•

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news

•

http://www.bbc.co.uk/ontologies

•

http://www.bbc.co.uk/things/

•

http://www.bbc.co.uk/sport/football/teams

•

http://www.bbc.co.uk/2012/

•

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/election/2015

